Tip Apex Distance: a useful method to assess extra-capsular neck of femur fixation?
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Abstract

Introduction: Fixation of trochanteric femoral neck fractures can be problematic. The tip apex distance (TAD) is a simple measurement that predicts screw cut-out in the femoral head from fractures treated with a fixed angle sliding hip screw device. By assessing whether the measurements in our centre were comparable to published results, we wanted to assess our proficiency in fixing these injuries as well as the general usefulness of this measurement in day to day practice.

Methods: A retrospective review was conducted of 102 consecutively treated trochanteric fractures over a 12 month period, with 11 patients excluded. Three observers (n=3) used a standardised method to measure the TAD (from 2 orthogonal projections with a correction for magnification). The stability of the fracture patterns with the accuracy of reduction were measured according to published criteria.

Results: 91 fractures were sustained in 90 patients, with one patient being treated for bilateral hip fractures. The mean tip apex distance was 19.06 mm ±0.77 mm (±95% CI). Assessing the inter-observer variability, the standard deviation between the 3 observers was 1.99mm, equivalent to 10% of the mean TAD. 12 out of 91 sliding hip screw devices (13.1%) had a TAD greater than 25mm, predictive of a higher extrusion rate.

Conclusions: Measurement of the TAD can provide a reliable method to examine the adequacy of screw placement in the femoral head. Our results compare favourably to those published and we have found a similar level of inter-observer variability, confirming the usefulness of this measurement in assessing the quality of fixation and its reproducibility. By determining which patients have an increased risk of failure of fixation by screw cut-out we have been able to offer targeted surveillance rather than routinely following up all patients: bringing back those with a high TAD for x-ray follow up.
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Introduction

The Tip Apex Distance (TAD) is a simple measurement that predicts screw cut-out in the femoral head from trochanteric fractures treated with a fixed angle sliding hip screw device [1]. It uses a numerical value to show placement of the screw in the head: higher values indicating higher likelihood of fixation failure by extrusion of the screw. Currently the cost of hip fracture care in the UK is great, at an estimated £1.4 billion per annum [2]. In order to examine the care delivered to these 70,000 patients affected by a neck of femur fracture, the National Hip Fracture Database (NHFD) collects information about case-mix, care and patient outcomes. However, actual data pertaining to the adequacy of fixation for fracture treatment is not routinely audited. Analysis of NHFD data according to fracture subtypes has shown that for the UK population: 41% were displaced intracapsular, 13% undisplaced intracapsular, 35% intertrochanteric and 6% subtrochanteric fractures [2]. Intertrochanteric fractures therefore comprise a significant proportion of the fractures sustained in the population. Nationally, the majority (81%) were treated by a sliding hip screw device [2].

To assess the adequacy of fixation in our centre of these fractures, we determined whether TAD measurements were comparable to previously published results, how reproducible these measurements were between observers and how accurate we were at reducing the fractures. The commonest mode of failure of sliding hip screw devices is cut-out, or extrusion, from the femoral head [3-6]. Position of the lag screw as determined by the TAD has been shown the most important predictive factor in cut-out and this radiographic measurement can be readily determined using published methods [1,3]. In many UK centres, routine follow up in hip fracture patients after fixation does not occur except for intracapsular fractures treated by internal fixation, in whom there is a risk of non-union (20-33%) and avascular necrosis (10-20%) necessitating re-operation [7]. Patients with a sliding hip screw device with a lag screw that has a high TAD have a higher risk of cut-out, and they should similarly be considered for follow-up for x-ray surveillance.

Methods

A retrospective review was conducted of 102 consecutively treated trochanteric fractures over a 12 month period. This data was extracted from the existing database of all hip fractures, submitted for audit to the NHFD. 11 patients were excluded because they did not sustain a trochanteric fracture (2), had treatment of a pathological fracture (3) or because of incomplete radiographic data (6). Three observers used a standardised method to measure the TAD, which was defined as the sum of the distance in mm, from the tip of the lag screw to the apex of cut-out.
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the femoral head on anteroposterior (AP) and lateral projections, with a correction for magnification by multiplying with a factor derived from the diameter of the lag screw, Figure 1. The apex of the femoral head is defined as the point of intersection between the subchondral bone and a line in the centre of and parallel to the femoral neck [1]. The stability of the fracture patterns was assessed according to the Evans criteria modified by Kyle and AO [8]. The accuracy of reduction was measured according to criteria from the original Baumgartner paper, Table 1 [1].

**Table 1: Criterion for accuracy of reduction.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduction</th>
<th>Normal or slight angulation on AP view and &lt;20° angulation on lateral view.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>≤4mm displacement of any fragment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a “good” reduction: both criteria were necessary; “acceptable”, either but not both were met, for a “poor” reduction neither criteria were met. Reproduced from Baumgartner et al. [1].

**Discussion**

Sliding hip screw devices have an associated re-operation rate for implant failure which is associated with increased morbidity for patients [9,10]. Studies have shown that there are predictive factors for lag screw cut-out, the most important relating to the position of the lag screw in the femoral head as determined by the TAD, in addition to other factors including the degree of commination of the fracture site and quality of reduction [1,3,11,12]. The current practice in many centres is for no formal follow-up of patients following discharge from hospital, apart from those who have had cannulated hip screws for intracapsular fractures. Routinely bringing back to clinic all patients with a hip fracture would be unnecessary in all cases and pose a major challenge due to the high proportion with reduced mental capacity and the considerable resource implications. However, in this unit, bringing back for follow up those patients who have a high TAD would involve outpatient appointments and radiographs for a further 12 patients from the 91 trochanteric fractures in one year. This targeted approach to follow up is feasible and identifies those patients at greatest risk for re-operation.

The mean TAD for fractures treated in our centre was 19 mm, which was better than the mean distance in the original paper of 24 mm [1]. This was likely due to knowledge amongst trainees and consultants of the importance intra-operatively of achieving a low TAD, conferring biomechanically more secure fixation. We achieved a similar level of inter-observer variability of 10% standard deviation, comparable to the 10% seen originally [1]. Therefore this measurement is reproducible in our experience.

We have identified the TAD as a useful, reproducible audit tool to assess the adequacy of sliding hip screw fixation in our centre. In the original study, describing calculation of the TAD to assess adequacy of lag screw placement in the femoral head, logistic regression defined a TAD value above 25mm as being unsafe due to the increased risk of associated lag screw cut-out [1]. Overall, by achieving the published recommendation in 79 out of 91 sliding hip screw devices (86.9%) here, we did not have concerns for underperformance in our unit, despite a variety of devices being used and operative treatment undertaken by both trainees and consultants. This has highlighted the need for vigilance to ensure this is maintained in practice, in addition to the
importance of formal arrangements for following up those patients who had a higher than expected TAD. Subsequently, a formal follow up policy was instigated in these patients who were at increased risk for lag screw cut-out.
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